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A Day in Financial Markets:
Exclusive Event
Date:
Location:

November 6, 2018
Brand new, state-of-the-art trading floor location in
central Frankfurt, Mainzer Landstraße 11-18

The feeling you get when you realize you have what it takes to succeed in the Financial
Markets is exhilarating. Join us for an exclusive opportunity to discover this for yourself as
you spend the day with Deutsche Bank’s Global Markets division. You’ll get an opportunity
to participate in an interactive trading floor experience, demonstrate your qualitative and
quantitative abilities during a case study session, and connect with Deutsche Bank senior
staff during a networking lunch and dinner event.

Why you should attend:
− Get an exclusive insight in what it takes to work at Deutsche Bank Global Markets
− Network with DB front-office staff and hiring decision makers
− Receive individual guidance from a key DB Global Markets employee during the event
and beyond
− Get an edge on internship & graduate opportunities

Do you qualify?
− Must be in semester 3 or higher of bachelor studies or enrolled in a master’s programme
− Be fluent in German and/or English
− Have relevant experience in finance (theoretical & practical)
− Show a passion for financial markets
− Clearly demonstrate excellence, high integrity and a driven personality on your CV

How to apply
If you meet the qualifications above and are ready to take your career plans to the next
level, upload your CV and a brief motivation letter at http://po.st/ADayInFinancialMarkets.
Successful candidates will be contacted for a phone interview before final selections are
made. Application is open until October 26, 2018, however we select applicants on an
ongoing basis and the limited amount of available spots might fill up earlier.

